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ENDLESSLY FASCINATING

But Mozart's Don stands head and shoulders over the others
What is it about the rascally Don Juan
that has fascinated us since Tirso de Molina
first brought him to the stage in 1630?
Over the centuries, he has been portrayed as
a romantic, a callous seducer, a heroic figure,
even an existentialist trying to make sense out
of his world. He usually ends up in Hell but, at
least once, he has reached Heaven. Writers from
Molière to Lord Byron to Camus have interpreted
him. The role has gone
Don
to John Barrymore and
Giovanni
to Johnny Depp. He has
even fascinated literary
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An interview with Richat Rupp Arena.
ard Kagey, director and
set designer of the University of Kentucky Opera
Theater’s upcoming Don Giovanni, gives us clues
as to why that is true. First, he says, the music
has some unusual (and wonderful) features: “Mozart composed specifically to fit the opera’s storytelling, not just writing very intricate and compelling melodies for the arias and ensembles, but
also adding things like the multi-tempo dance
music in the Act I finale.” Kagey cites particularly
the use of the trombone to create an ominous

effect in the graveyard scene when the statue of
the slain Commendatore comes to life. The voices
must rise to the level of Mozart’s dramatic score,
and UKOT has the depth of talent to furnish two
full casts. The result promises to be thrilling.
Since Kagey is primarily a stage director he is,
of course, focused on the plot and the characterizations as well as the music: Don Giovanni
combines “comedy, and quite broad comedy
at times, with very serious drama. The charSee Page 6
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ASE performed 18 sold-out concerts at the Folle Journée festival in Nantes, France.

HAVE VOICE,
WILL TRAVEL

Led by UKOT's Dr. Everett McCorvey, the American Spiritual Ensemble
performed in Ireland and France this
winter. UK Alltech scholars Thomas
Guenther and Rebecca Farley joined McCorvey, UK's Dr. Tedrin Blair Lindsay and
Gregory Turay at concerts sponsored by
Alltech in Mexcio City and Lima, Peru.

Angela Brown and Phillip
Boykin in Wexford, Ireland.
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Above: Guenther, McCorvey,
Lindsay, Turay
and Farley with
the Alltech
mascot for the
World Equestrian Games.
Left: Taking a
break in the plaza
in Mexico City.
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L to R: Markel
D. Reed as
Jack, Phillip
Bullock as the
Giant, and
Rebecca Farley, as Jack's
mother, take
a bow before a school
audience.
Photos: Sally
Horowitz

MAGIC IN THE AIR

SOOP's Jack brought opera to almost 40,000 students
The Schmidt Opera Outreach Program (SOOP)
Bullock as Trouble Man, who gives Jack the beans,
reached new heights and more students than ever
and the Giant. Suna Avci tripled as narrator, accombefore last fall.
panist, and assistant music director. Marc SchlackOver the span of just 12 weeks, the troop took its
man directed, Richard Kagey was stage director,
unique version of the story of Jack and
and Cliff Jackson served as music director.
the Beanstalk with music from Gilbert
Turay said the program also received
and Sullivan operettas to 39,240 chilsupport from 20 individual donors and
dren in 100 shows in 37 counties. In adbusinesses as well as Agricultural Extendition to the schools, it was booked into
sion offices, giving schools that might not
six performing arts centers, the Goblins
otherwise have had the opportunity to
Galore Festival at McConnell Springs
present opera in this accessible form to
Park in Lexington and, thanks to a dotheir children.
nation from the Stites and Harbinson
“I received more feedback this year than
Law Firm, at Joseph Beth Booksellers.
in past years and I think that the schools,
SOOP, which received the Friend of
teachers and students were so inspired,
Farley doubled as the
Music Award last year from the KenGiant's wife in SOOP's they just 'had' to write and express that.”
tucky Music Educators Association,
Turay said the Giant costume created
travelling show.
reached 27 new schools this year in
by Susan Wigglesworth provided memoeight new counties.
rable moments across the Common“It was a privilege to work with this ensemble and
wealth.
fine crew,” said SOOP coordinator Courtney Turay.
“I can still hear the 'oohs and ahhs' from the chilThe cast included Markel D. Reed as Jack, Rebecca
dren each time he stepped out on stage. It was
Farley as his mother and the Giant’s wife, Phillip
magical.”
Winter 2014
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MAGIC IN
SLUMBERLAND

Undergraduates mature in
opera by kids, for kids

The UK Undergraduate Opera Studio presented
the world premiere of Little Nemo in Slumberland in February at UK’s Singletary Center.
Nemo, reluctant at first to go to bed at the
appointed bedtime finds himself, once asleep,
transported magically to the kingdom of Slumberland where he meets a variety of characters. He must rescue the beautiful Princess
and aid in her quest to save Slumberland from
the forces of Daylight. The magical nature of
Nemo’s trips to Slumberland presents themes,
music, and whimsy to capture all ages.
The undergraduate opera presentation provides an opportunity for younger singers to perform larger roles than they typically do in mainstage productions, where they must compete
against graduate students for parts. Sophomore
Mary Catherine Wright, who sang the Princess,
said that while the mainstage shows are important for undergraduates, “it is equally important to be given a chance to really perform.”
Director Gregory Turay agreed that giving
young singers the chance to learn roles and get
real stage experience in front of an audience is
“invaluable to their training as opera singers.”
Turay found working as a director much different from his experience performing roles as a UK
student himself and later during his career at the
Metropolitan Opera and beyond. Being in charge
of the creative process from the beginning is a
challenge. A director “has to create everything
from scratch and envision the entire show before
you even get to meet the cast.” And, rather than
focusing on the one character he’s performing,
a director must pay attention to all characters.
Tanner Hoertz, a sophomore who portrayed the
antagonist, Flip, reveled in the opportunity to play
the villain. “It is such a growth experience for an
BRAVO!

Andrew Miller, as Little Nemo, was awoken
into Slumberland as his adventure began.
actor.” He said Flip is “an awkward, misunderstood
bully,” which children in the audience can relate
to. “A bad guy that isn’t scary is a fun challenge.”
Developing her character of the Princess,
Wright relied heavily on personal experience.
“She’s a lot like me, only with more child-like innocence.” Wright liked that everything in the
show is geared toward children. “There is something so magical about this opera ... Adults like
to analyze, ‘Oh, that couldn’t happen in real
life,’ but kids really get it!” She enjoyed the innocent, light-hearted nature of Little Nemo as a
change from some of her other, darker, roles.
Turay also enjoyed a show aimed at a
younger audience. “It was played ‘by kids’
and ‘for kids,’ so I was able to use a lot of
kid action that a normal kid would do.”
Turay said the oldest cast member was about
22, while the average age in the cast was probably 16. There were middle school and high
school kids in the show along with mostly freshmen and sophomores from UK. He praised the
cast for being hard working but also open and
vulnerable to trying new things and growing.
Turay says that,as a director, once the performance starts, your job is over – you can just sit
back and enjoy it. And he did, as did the audiences.
— Anne Taul
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Calendar

MARCH
nAlltech Vocal Scholarship Competition
March 9, 2:00 p.m.
Singletary Center for the Arts, UK campus
Free and open to the public.
APRIL
nBravo Guild spring dinner meeting
April 22, 6 p.m.
Portofino restaurant.
MAY
nEncore! 2014: a gala celebration of UK
Opera Theatre, the students and a
wonderful season of music
May 31.
Ticketed event. Details to come.
JUNE
nIt's a Grand Night for Singing!
June 13, 14, 20 & 21, 7:30 p.m.
June 15 & 22, 2 p.m.
Singletary Center for the Arts
Tickets online at Singletary Center for
the Arts box office or call 859.257.4929

Save the date for Encore!
"Prelude to It’s A Grand Night For
Singing" is in its 13th year and there
are changes in the air. Mark your calendars for Saturday, May 31 and make
plans to attend LOS' exciting and reimagined annual fundraising event.
It will now be known as Encore! 2014
-- a gala celebration of UK Opera Theatre,
the students, and a wonderful season of
music. This will be the most entertaining springtime event in the Bluegrass.
There are many surprises to come
so watch for our press conference and
big announcements, coming soon.

METROPOLITAN OPERA
HD PERFORMANCES
nMarch 1, 12 p.m.: Prince Igor
nMarch 15, 12:55 p.m.: Werther
nApril 5, 12:55 p.m.: La Bohème
nApril 26, 12:55 p.m.: Così Fan Tutte
nMay 10, 12:55 p.m.: La Cenerentola
Ticketed events. Check http://www.metoperafamily.org for more information.

3 UK students recognized at Lexington Met auditions
Two UKOT students were among three winners at
the Metropolitan Opera National Council Kentucky
District Auditions in November. Undergraduate William Clay Thompson and Whitney Myers, a Ph.D. student, each received a $2,500 prize. Elizabeth Maurey,
a UK undergraduate, was recognized with the Encouragement Award, which includes a $500 grant.
The competition, held at UK's Memorial Hall, was judged
by Dominic Cossa, Johanna Meier and Carol Vaness. Vaness conducted a master class for aspiring singers the following day.

William Clay
Thompson,
Whitney Myers
(above) and
Elizabeth
Maurey (left)
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Behind the scenes: lighting, set design

Richard Kagey has taken on a double challenge
as both director and set designer for UKOT's
Don Giovanni. In both roles Kagey must consider
budgetary limitations as well as those of the
venue itself. Kagey usually takes a traditional
approach to set design, especially when working with students, who need to feel as comfortable as possible. Whatever his approach, his
criterion remains the same: the
scenery has to support the story and
work stylistically with the music.
In preparing for Don Giovanni Kagey
created sketches of each scene and a
floor plan. The scale working drawings
were sent to the construction shop
Richard
at Shenandoah Conservatory in WinKagey
chester, VA, where Kagey mounted a
production of the opera last spring. UKOT bought
the set, which was constructed and painted by
students and painted under Kagey's supervision.
The relatively simple set includes some flying
pieces and furniture which are moved onto the
stage "Ah Vista" (in full view of the audience),
which helps control the length of the opera.
Mozart leaves very little time for set changes!
There are two noteworthy safety concerns in
staging Don Giovanni. First, the singers must

DON GIOVANNI
From Page 1

acters have depth and dimension; we see them
progress through the opera and change to some
extent as the story evolves. And finally, this work
is somewhat like an Alfred Hitchcock screenplay: we see the crime in the first eight minutes
of the opera and then watch as the characters
onstage discover what we already know.”
There is something for everyone here, including a powerful supernatural theme. The finale,
when the Stone Guest, the ghostly statue of the
Commendatore, arrives, presents a real challenge for the director and designers. Tricks of
BRAVO!
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get used to the raked, or slanted, stage. Then
there is always the Going to Hell sequence that
requires a profusion of fog combined with creating the effect of the Don sinking into the depths
of Hell. Kagey is using a technique that dates
back to the 19th century. Similar to the old magician's trick of making a person disappear before the audience's very eyes, the fog provides
distraction while swiftly moving, well-placed
black draperies move in to conceal the actors.
Now enter Tanya Harper, the lighting designer,
who brings Kagey's set to light and life. Don
Giovanni includes many night scenes set in natural environments, but also demands the fiery
Hell scene. Harper creates mood, time of day,
and place through color, texture, angle, and intensity. The relatively small stage in the Opera
House limits locations for hanging equipment,
so Harper has equipment do double duty whenever possible to meet the opera's demands for
richness and grand scale. She also uses colors
and angles that work in tandem to mix and create color and dimension for multiple scenes.
And so set, lighting, acting, and singing
all come together to bring the UKOT audience yet another superior performance.
— Sylvia Davis
moonlight and shadow furnish the required chills
in the graveyard, but the statue must come to
life in a supreme dramatic moment at the end.
Anticipating the techniques that will be used to
accomplish this increases the sense of suspense.
Mozart’s Don Giovanni also offers the singers the opportunity to interpret the complex psychology of the characters, including
the master/servant dynamic, and the interplays between the male and female roles.
The music, magic, and emotional depth
of this opera make it clear why it, among all
the Don Juan interpretations, has stood the
test of time while always offering the opportunity to create something new.
— Dorothy Carter
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Tedrin’s Recording Corner

Deep in the heart: operatic spirituals
By Tedrin Blair Lindsay, PhD

For all but two weeks of this year so far, I have
been on tour with The American Spiritual Ensemble, starting in Indianapolis, followed by
three weeks in Ireland and France, and continuing with concerts in the Deep South and the Deep
Freeze (Minnesota). As early as seventh grade,
when I presented a program of spirituals for my
school, this music has been a significant part of
my performing life, and the songs live deep in
my heart. Since I have been immersed in them
recently, I decided to recommend some of my
favorite spirituals recordings by opera stars.
As one of the earliest AfricanAmerican singers to gain international
renown, contralto Marian Anderson
lent dignity to the spirituals repertoire
by programming them consistently
in her concerts. The Musical Heritage
Dr. Lindsay Society has released a compilation
of 31 of her recorded spirituals under
the title He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands
(MHS 514564K) that captures her dark, smoky
voice in its prime, and offers the authority of tradition and experience in her interpretations.
The great Leontyne Price also fostered spirituals as an American art song genre, and recorded
many of them beautifully, as well as numerous
hymns. As part of RCA Victor’s series The Essential Leontyne Price, they have included a twocd box set called Spirituals, Hymns, and Sacred
Songs (RCA Victor 9026-68157-2). If you need
faith and inspiration, you need look no further!
Similarly, the divas Jessye Norman and Kathleen Battle left their marks on these songs. Their
famous duet show at Carnegie Hall in 1990,
Spirituals in Concert, with chorus and orchestra
conducted by James Levine, was a grand affair, and can still be enjoyed on Deutsche Grammophon 429 790-2. Norman also released a
solo album of spirituals, called, simply, Spiritu-

Dr. Lindsay's Lecture Series
March 29: The Music of Wagner
(makeup class from Fall 2013)

Character Types in Opera

April 26: Lovers - One Pillar of Opera
May 3: Unrequited Lovers:
The Other Pillar of Opera
May 10: Femme Fatales and Don Juans in Opera
May 17: Bring on the Clowns: Comic
Relief Characters in Opera
May 24: Children and Teenagers in Opera
May 31: Fanciful Creatures in Opera
Lexington Opera Society Lecture Series classes
will be held in the Niles Gallery of the Lucille
Caudill Little Fine Arts Library, from 10 a.m.
until noon on the Saturdays listed above.
Cost: $20 per class session or $100 for all six.

als, that is a moving testament to the power of
these pieces (Philips 416 462-2). Legendary accompanist Dalton Baldwin and the lovely Ambrosian Singers assist her on the recording.
My favorite spirituals album of all is Ride On,
King Jesus!, the mezzo soprano Florence Quivar’s
contribution to the genre. Her voice is glorious, and her sincere connection to the music is
palpable. The participation of the Harlem Boys’
Choir and pianists Joseph Joubert and Larry
Woodward is exceptional. In fact, if you ask most
members of The American Spiritual Ensemble,
Quivar’s recording holds the most special place
in their hearts. (Angel/EMI 0946-3-31542-2-3).
Finally, the stunning bass Paul Robeson,
one of the very first African-Americans to gain
worldwide fame as a legitimate singer, also recorded spirituals. You can sample his majestic
art on Songs of Free Men (Sony MHK 63223)
and Paul Robeson Sings “Ol’ Man River” and
Other Favorites (Angel/EMI CDC-7 47839-2).
Winter 2014
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